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Friendship



Everyone I have 
ever slept with







« My bed » 
by Tracy Emin
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« For the love of God » by 
Damian Hirst



“The Physical Impossibility of Death in the Mind of Someone Living,” 1991



Treasures from the 
wreck of the 
unbelievable 2017
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Mark Wallinger



« The world turned upside
down » 2019

London, outside the London 
School of Economics.





Brian Haw’s peace camp



Mark Wallinger’s reproduction





Ecce homo



Bill Woodrow







Bunker/mule 1995
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The Angel of the North



The plaque beside the angel reads "The hill top 
site is important and has the feeling of being a 
megalithic mound. "When you think of the 
mining that was done underneath the site, 
there is a poetic resonance. Men worked 
beneath the surface in the dark.... It is 
important to me that the Angel is rooted in the 
ground—the complete antithesis of what an 
angel is, floating about in the ether. It has an 
air of mystery. You make things because they 
cannot be said."[10] 



Iron Man









Jeremy Deller 
(born 1966)







2022: « See Monster » by the Newsubstance collective 





The Turner Prize, established 1984

(In recent years, the cash value of the prize has been £25 000, The 
competition is sponsored by Gordon’s gin)





Rain, steam and speed, 
Turner 1844



Susan Philpsz, winner of the 2010 Turner Prize



2011 
Turner 
prize
winner: 
« Do 
words
have 
voices » 
by Martin 
Boyce



With his quietly atmospheric, lyrically autumnal sculptural 
installation recalling a melancholy urban park with its 
metallic trees and scattered paper leaves, Martin Boyce has 
been announced as the winner of the £25,000 Turner prize.

Boyce was narrowly the bookies' favourite for the prize, 
ahead of painter George Shaw, who chronicles the scrubby, 
dilapidated suburban streets of his native Midlands.

The Guardian 5 Dec 2011



Turner prize 2012 : Still from the winning video « The woolworths choir of 
1979 » by Elizabeth Price



The focus and drive of Price's work, the cutting and the 
atmosphere, mark her out. There are silences, bursts of 
music, a terrific play of words and images, and switches in 
tempo that take us from an analysis of church 
architecture to a reconstruction of the fire itself by the 
Manchester authorities. Her use of footage from the fire 
itself never feels voyeuristic or meritricious. She does a 
great deal in 20 minutes. Its complexity has stayed with 
me.

The Guardian 2012



Turner Prize 2017:



Who is Lubaina Himid?
Described in February by the Daily Telegraph as "the 
under-appreciated hero of black British art", Himid made 
her name in the 1980s as one of the leaders of the British 
black arts movement - both painting and curating 
exhibitions of similarly overlooked artists.
But she has now got the recognition she deserves. Her 
section of the Turner Prize exhibition in Hull contains work 
from the 1980s to today, including wooden figures, pottery 
and newspapers that she has painted on.
The centrepiece is 1987's A Fashionable Marriage, based 
on William Hogarth's Marriage A-la Mode, which features 
a cast of cut-out characters including a flirting Margaret 
Thatcher and Ronald Reagan,

BBC news



Le jury du Turner Prize, porté par la Tate Britain, a dévoilé aujourd'hui 
les noms des cinq finalistes de l'édition 2021. Pour la première fois de 
son histoire, la liste est uniquement composée de collectifs d'artistes, 
en réponse au besoin de solidarité qu'a généré la crise sanitaire.

Le Turner Prize 2021 est assurément placé sous le signe du collectif. 
C’est en tout cas l’ambition du jury de cette 38e édition du célèbre prix 
d’art contemporain, qui a annoncé ce vendredi 7 mai la liste des 5 
finalistes. Les groupes d’artistes sélectionnés l’ont été en fonction de 
leur engagement associatif et leur capacité de transformation sociale. 
Leur travail fera l’objet d’une exposition à Coventry, capitale 
britannique de la culture 2021, du 29 septembre prochain au 12 janvier 
2022. Le gagnant du prix, quant à lui sera annoncé le 1er décembre 
prochain à la cathédrale de Coventry, lors d’une cérémonie retransmise 
en direct par la BBC. Le vainqueur remportera une subvention de 25 
000 livres (29 000 euros) et les autres finalistes repartiront avec une 
enveloppe de 10 000 livres (11 500 euros).



Array Collective



Cooking sections



Not the Turner Prize



Press coverage of the « Not the Turner 
Prize » started in protest, by the 
Conservative « Daily Mail ». 



Works shortlisted for « Not the Turner Prize »
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